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UNIVERSE. Translation by A. M. Duncan. Introduction and 
Commentary by E. J. Aiton. New York (Abaris Books). 1981. 
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Reviewed by Owen Gingerich 
Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, 
Cambridge, MA 02138 
Kepler's earliest scholarly treatise , published in 1595 when 
he was only 25 years old, provides an opportunity to see the 
German astronomer as a budding mathematician as much as an imag- 
inative cosmologist; the version of 1621, which reprinted the 
original text but added numerous second thoughts as end notes, 
gives a remarkable chance to see the evolution of his philosophy 
of science. Hence this book is pivotal for any understanding 
of Kepler's development as a scientist, and an English transla- 
tion with commentary has long been a desideratum for English- 
speaking students of the history of science. 
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How successfully does the new Duncan-Aiton version fill this 
need? The lack of any serious notes greatly marred Duncan's 
edition of Copernicus' On the Revolutions, but Aiton's present 
contribution has ensured that the same criticism cannot be 
leveled here. His commentary identifies classical allusions, 
explicates sometimes obscure mathematics, and provides a good 
selection of literature citations. I do think readers should 
have been more clearly reminded that the original editions in- 
cluded a reprint of Bheticus' Narratio prima and a long appendix 
by Michael Maestlin, the latter now being available in an English 
translation by A. Grafton in the American Philosophical Society 
Proceedings (1973). 
The translation itself is literal without being clumsy. 
Whenever an expression seems to ring not quite true, it can be 
checked against the original Latin on the facing page. A col- 
league has shown me a dozen typed sheets of errata, but these 
are for the most part nuances that are sometimes interesting 
but generally not essential to an appreciation of the text. 
My chief complaint concerns neither the translation nor the 
notes, but the format of the book. The publisher has chosen to 
reduce Kepler's 1621 folio edition onto a textbook-sized page; 
this results in some very small type, and part of the transla- 
tion is like reading the proverbial fine print of an insurance 
contract. Furthermore, since the Latin text was reproduced 
from a photocopy rather than an original or a good microfilm, 
the facsimile is a travesty, and pages 90 and 122 win top prizes 
for ugliness. This is all the more sad because Kepler himself 
has such a well-developed sense of typography and even boasted 
on the title page of his Tabulae Rudolphinae that he owned the 
number type from which the tables were printed. 
MATHEMATICAL DISCOVERIES: 1600-1750. By P. L. Griffiths. 
Ilfracombe, England (Stockwell). 1977. 121 pp. 22.75 
Reviewed by Jeremy Kilpatrick 
University of Georgia, 
Athens, GA 30602 
This curious little book is not what its title suggests: 
an account of discoveries in mathematics during the seminal 
century and a half when mathematics as we know it today arose 
and took shape. Although each of the 17 chapters of the book 
has a title of the form How X discovered (or solved or con- 
structed) Y--for example, How James Gregory discovered his 
arctan formula in 1671--the reader is given neither a narrative 
of how the discovery was made nor an analysis of the historical 
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